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TRANSLATION MODEL WITH SEMANTIC CAPABILITY 

L. W. TOSH 

Automatic translation systems may be characterized for the most part 
in one of two ways: 

(1) Translators in which the language processors are internally depend- 
ent on the description of the syntax of the language being processed. 

(2) Translators externally dependent on the syntax.* 
Programming a translation system of the first type has two major 

advantages. It can be set up quicker and it requires less initial technical 
investment. On the other hand, such a system imposes many operational 
difficulties on debugging the linguistic description. 

The second type is better adapted to more flexible linguistics research 
but is more costly and time-consuming to establish since its concrete 
results and more sophisticated research power and processing capabilities 
are not realized for some time after the initial effort. 

The linguistic descriptive effort which has gone into either of these 
approaches has tended to concentrate primarily on matters of morpho- 
syntactic analysis, rearrangement and synthesis. Such efforts as have 
been directed to semantic description in operational translation systems 
have been limited virtually to ad hoc statements of co-occurrence of par- 
ticular items. Little else could have been done due, perhaps, to the lack 
of an adequate theoretic and formalizable notion of semantic process 
and to the descriptive limitations inherent in processing algorithms devel- 
oped thus far. 

In this paper I present an outline of the Linguistics Research System, a 
stratified linguistic data processing system, and interpret some of its 
facilities for application to semantic description. The system is of the 
second  type  in  that  the  linguistic  description  is  in  the  form  of  a  phrase 
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structure grammar with transformational capability and is independent 
of the underlying language processors. 

I shall discuss some of the linguistic relationships between two of the 
strata: the syntactic and the semantic. In order to avoid difficulties of 
terminology created by varying interpretations of the term SEMANTIC, 
I will often replace the pair of terms SYNTACTIC and SEMANTIC with a 
non-controversial pair, namely FIRST ORDER and SECOND ORDER. In 
describing our research, I will refer to features of Joos’ semological 
model, Katz and Fodor’s semantic model, and some elements of tag- 
memic theory. In addition, I have drawn on the taxonomic structure of 
Roget’s Thesaurus to suggest that even his traditional categorization of 
language may lend itself to computational treatment. Finally, I try to 
show that the second order model is capable of accounting for some 
problems in transformation and discontinuity. 

Let us consider now some general assumptions and features associated 
with the models in the Linguistics Research System. The restrictions 
imposed on grammatical descriptions within the framework of the models 
under study are not the same as in the case of generative grammars 
designed for random applications since the models are oriented toward 
machine translation. For instance, recursive use of symbols in rules 
is possible because the output of these grammars is not produced 
randomly. On the contrary, the output of our grammars is non-random 
because the input or source language to be translated consists of non- 
random sequences. Details of the analysis process are presented else- 
where (11; 12, pp. 19-34). 

The flowchart, “Linguistics Research System”, presents an outline of 
the stratified system of programs with which we are experimenting. I 
shall review briefly some features of the system, details of which are 
presented in (5). 

A fundamental assumption in the analysis process (see MONOLINGUAL 
RECOGNITION on the flowchart) is that at the first order of analysis all 
parsings developed within that order of analysis are by definition well- 
formed. All of the parsing information thus obtained is carried forward 
to the second order of analysis. At the second order, however, some of 
the first order parsings may fail to be recognized and are thus by definition 
not well-formed with respect to the second order. We may say that some 
syntactic analyses will not be recognized as having meaningful inter- 
pretation. The basic problem then is to verify the well-formedness of 
parsings of any given order by submitting them to analysis at the next 
higher order. 
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In a stratified system of description, one may define various relation- 

ships as holding between any two orders of description. As Lamb pointed 
out in his view on stratificational theory, the following general relation- 
ships exist between what we have called first order parsing and second 
order parsings: 

 

We may interpret the diagram as follows: in some instances there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between syntactic parsing and semantic 
interpretation. Then there are instances of different syntactic parsings 
having the same semantic interpretation. And finally, there are instances 
of a syntactic parsing which has more than one semantic interpretation. 
An example of a one-to-one correspondence of first and second order 
parsings would be the correspondence between the first order rule. 

Nx → atomic weight 
and the second order rule 

378.4.1 → [Nx → atomic weight] 

where Nx denotes a particular paradigmatic noun class and the decimal 
number 378.4.1 denotes a semantic or conceptual class derived from the 
taxonomic scheme found in Roget (cf. 8, p. 238). We can claim a one- 
to-one correspondence between the respective members of the classes 
Nx and 378.4.1 based on the assumption that technical expressions like 
atomic weight have no synonyms. 

A simple example of two different first order parsings with the same 
second order interpretation can be found in first order rules as 

ADJx → AJy + er (pretti-er) 
ADJx → more + AJz (more beautiful) 

which will be members of the second order class 
        ADJx → Ay + er       

COMPARATIVE  → 
         ADJx → more + AJz 

 
The converse  relationship  is  found  in  substrings  like flying planes from 
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the often quoted problem sentence flying planes can be dangerous. 
Depending on how we have designed our phrase structure grammar, we 
might obtain just one p-marker for the phrase, thus 

 
A second order classification of the above rule 

NP → NyPRPL + NPVS 

would have to provide for establishing at least two different transforma- 
tional relationships for related strings like to fly planes and planes which 
fly. We may establish the transformational equivalences thus with second 
order rules like 

 
The symbol NO/CLS denotes a second order classification corresponding 
to the tagmeme noun + clause. The symbol INF/OBJ denotes the 
tagmeme infinitive + object. Superscripts j and k have been introduced 
to establish the sameness of semantic information over corresponding 
syntactic slots. NyPRPLj denotes the first order classification of flying 
which is transformationally equivalent to CLSRELj or which fly. The 
first pair of second order rules above thus correlate flying planes to planes 
which fly, while the second pair correlates flying planes to to fly planes. 
In developing a model for second order descriptions, our task will be 
to provide a facility to account for phenomena such as Joos has described 
in his treatment of semology (2). Simply put, Joos has argued the notion 
that a word out of context is not without meaning but on the contrary 
is to be interpreted as having a maximum number of meaning values 
associated with it. The problem then becomes one of providing a means 
of selecting out the combination of values over a string of words to 
discover whether there are any interpretable combinations of values. 
Thus, in the illustrations below 



the problem is one of constructing a system to select out the predefined 
combination of semantic units (S) assigned over the string of words or 
morphemes (Wk). 

The descriptive model with which we will work is designed to perform 
with rules of concatenation which select out such combinations of units. 
For  instance,  the  expression  hit  might  be  classified in a first order rule 
thus 

Vtr → hit 

The first order rule in turn might be multiply classified in the second order 
description, 

 
where the set of symbols in each pair of braces may be taken to mark a 
distinctive semantic feature of hit and the set of braces marks the total 
range of meanings of hit. The example is intended only as an illustrative 
organization of data and is not complete. 

If first order terminal rules are thus multiply classified in the second 
order description, we may proceed to write second order rules specifying 
the appropriate concatenation of semantic markers. Examples of such 
rules are presented below. Since the kind of rules presented here resemble 
those suggested by Katz and Fodor (3), let us consider first some of the 
features of their model. 

In their discussion of semantic structure, Katz and Fodor propose a 
theory of structural parsing of semantic information. They give semantic 
markers for several examples, among them the sentence, The man hit the 
colorful ball. Figure 1 is an interpretation of one of the semantic parsings 
which they provide. 

I have omitted the P-marker representation of the sentence and have 
represented the parsing instead in the form of a list structure for the sake 
of clarity. Each terminal expression is marked off by a box above which 
is a non-terminal symbol naming each respective list of terminal expres- 
sions. Thus, the expression the is a member of the list named T. Similarly, 
the  expression  man  is  a  member  of  the  list  Nc.   The  combination  of  lists 
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T + Nc constitute a complex member of the list NPc. The usual branching 
diagram is thus represented by an equivalent list structure parsing. 

Katz and Fodor provide a higher order parsing of each of the terminal 
items in such a way as to associate semantic information with each 
terminal. This information is represented by the vertical branches of 
Figure 1. The taxonomy in the illustration is the same as used in their 
article. If we now imagine a higher level branching system connecting 
the nodes given by Katz and Fodor, we have a complete parsing system 
similar to that of the syntactic system of P-markers, but of a higher order. 
An informal interpretation of such a higher order parsing system is 
given elsewhere (12, pp. 67-83). I have represented the system of Katz 
and Fodor in this manner in order to draw a parallel with the kind of 
second order system experimented with at the Linguistics Research 
Center. 

Katz  and  Fodor  make  no  claims  for  the  adequacy of the semantic 
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taxonomy suggested in their illustrations. The examples are given merely 
to suggest an interpretation of their system. If we turn to some of the 
traditional sources of semantic classification such as Roget (8), we will 
find, for instance, that the classification of any one of the terminal 
strings in our illustrative sentence is considerably more detailed than 
might be assumed at first glance. The diagram in Figure 2 traces multiple 
classifications of the verb hit through Roget. The taxonomy in the illus- 
tration is derived directly from Roget. The verb falls into four principle 
classes: Space, Intellect, Volition, and Affections. 

Such a set of distinctions can be incorporated into a second order pars- 
ing (Figure 3). Again, the first order parsing is represented in the form of 
a list structure diagram. 

The second order parsing appears as the branching diagram superim- 
posed on the first order parsing. Taxonomy in this example is derived from 
Roget. Symbols in single braces represent sets of synonyms or terminal 
items in the first order. Symbols in double braces are provided for the 
classification of first order terminal and non-terminal entries which 
Roget does not treat in his classification system. 

The first order rule 
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Vtr → hit 
is a member of the second order class 

as is the rule which adds the affix -ed. 
Second order non-terminal classes provide not only the capability of 

substituting synonyms but also the facility of transformations. The 
subtree in Figure 4 represents a second order parsing of the verb hit 
in the simple past tense, active voice. This second order subtree could 
be replaced by another as in Figure 5. The second order terminal class 
{{REMOTE}} will generate the subtree 

 
or (as in Figure 5) 

 
The second order terminal class {{BY}} will generate the first order rule 
which generates the preposition by, thus completing the passive counter- 
part of the active verb system. A complete parsing of the passive counter- 
part of the active sentence is shown in Figure 6. 

The class also contains the members

The non-terminal rule 

which adds a zero affix to form the past tense is a member of the class 



In addition to synonyms and transformations, the second order 
description also provides for treatment of discontinuous constituents. 
In Figure 6 we can see that the first order parsing of the string was hit 
by the man establishes two phrase-level units: VP over was hit and ADV 
over by the man. Even though the passive markers was ... ed plus by are 
contiguous in this example, instances can be presented to show that other 
syntactic elements may intervene. Thus, while we may have defined by 
as a syntactic element not necessarily contiguous with the verb system, 
the relatedness of by with the verb system in expressing the passive agent 
is shown in the second order rule 

IMPULSE → {{REMOTE}} + IMPULSE/V + {{BY}} 
(Figure 6). This rule, when expanded by the rules 

{{REMOTE}} → [VP → was + Vtr + Ø] 
{{BY}} → [P → by] 
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will generate the first order elements 

 

which are later concatenated by the first order subtree. 

 



Programs for translating at the second order were made operational 
early in 1966. We subsequently prepared linguistic data for German and 
English to test the operational status of the programs. The data were 
prepared for a few sentences only and on an ad hoc basis, which is to say 
that we were not concerned with the generality of descriptions. Taxonomy, 
for instance, was assigned in an arbitrary manner to expedite coding and 
does not represent interesting linguistic features. 

The data were adequate, however, to provide satisfactory systems tests 
and to indicate the complexity to be anticipated in coding semantic 
descriptions. Table 1 is a sample of input-output data from the tests 
conducted on the programs. The German sentence is one of several 
input test samples. The English translations resulted from the set of 
linguistic data designed to provide some paraphrases. 
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TABLE 1 

20,488 
WENN  DIE  MONDSCHEIBE  DIE  SONNE  GANZ  VERDECKT,  ERSCHEINT  EIN  ROTER, 
10 — 15 BOGENSEKUNDEN BREITER RING UM DIE SONNE. 

20488001        WHEN THE LUNAR DISK HIDES THE SUN COMPLETELY, A RED RING 10 TO 
20488001      15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

20488001 WHEN THE MOON’S DISK HIDES THE SUN COMPLETELY, A RED RING 10 TO 
20488002 15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

20488001 WHEN THE DISK OF THE MOON HIDES THE SUN COMPLETELY,  A RED RING 
20488002 10 TO 15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

20488001 WHEN THE LUNAR DISK COMPLETELY HIDES THE SUN, A RED RING 10 TO 
20488002 15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

20488001 WHEN THE MOON'S DISK COMPLETELY HIDES THE SUN, A RED RING 10 TO 
20488002 15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

20488001 WHEN THE DISK OF THE MOON COMPLETELY HIDES THE SUN, A RED RING 
20488002 10 TO 15 SECONDS OF ARC IN WIDTH APPEARS AROUND THE SUN. 

Since the time this article was submitted to press, research and develop- 
ment emphasis continued in the area of first order description of English, 
German and Russian. We also developed a Chinese-English lexicographic 
data base. Details of research are reported elsewhere (17, 18). 

I am indebted to H. K. Ulatowska for reading the original presentation 
and suggesting improvements. This paper is based on a presentation 
made before the 1966 meeting of the Association for Machine Translation 
and Computational Linguistics. 

University of Texas at Austin 
Linguistics Research Center 
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